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Our Objectives:Our Objectives:

Use indicators such as property values and the race of Use indicators such as property values and the race of 
homeowners to determine whether or not gentrification homeowners to determine whether or not gentrification 
is occurring in North Minneapolisis occurring in North Minneapolis

If gentrification is occurring, how does North Minneapolis If gentrification is occurring, how does North Minneapolis 
compare to other city neighborhoods?compare to other city neighborhoods?

What are the obstacles to gentrification in North What are the obstacles to gentrification in North 
Minneapolis?Minneapolis?



White Homeownership and White Homeownership and 
GentrificationGentrification

The rate of homeownership is an indicator of the The rate of homeownership is an indicator of the 
strength of a neighborhoodstrength of a neighborhood

An increase in home sales, as evidenced by an increase An increase in home sales, as evidenced by an increase 
in the number of mortgage applications from a particular in the number of mortgage applications from a particular 
area, indicates that the area is becoming more desirablearea, indicates that the area is becoming more desirable

Research has shown that an increase in the number of Research has shown that an increase in the number of 
White homeowners in a neighborhood is an indicator of White homeowners in a neighborhood is an indicator of 
gentrificationgentrification











Property Values Property Values 

At what rate are property values increasing in North as At what rate are property values increasing in North as 
opposed to Northeast?opposed to Northeast?

What are the housing values in North as opposed to What are the housing values in North as opposed to 
Northeast?Northeast?











Similar Rates of AppreciationSimilar Rates of Appreciation

This goes against expected outcomeThis goes against expected outcome

Potential reasons: Potential reasons: 
-- NE only beginning to gentrifyNE only beginning to gentrify
-- Efforts to keep NE as Efforts to keep NE as ““official arts districtofficial arts district”” successfulsuccessful
-- Housing values different, thus catering to different Housing values different, thus catering to different 
class?class?











Average Home Appreciation Rates, Average Home Appreciation Rates, 
20022002--20062006

North Minneapolis: 25.9%North Minneapolis: 25.9%
Northeast Minneapolis: 18.5%Northeast Minneapolis: 18.5%
Minneapolis: 18.7%Minneapolis: 18.7%
Hennepin County: 17.3%Hennepin County: 17.3%



2006 Average Total Value2006 Average Total Value

North Minneapolis: $160,286North Minneapolis: $160,286
Northeast Minneapolis: $247,639Northeast Minneapolis: $247,639
Minneapolis: $273,684Minneapolis: $273,684
Hennepin County: $308,231Hennepin County: $308,231






